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Re´sume´. D’apre`s un ce´le`bre lemme de John Franks, toute perturbation de la
diffe´rentielle d’un diffe´omorphisme f le long d’une orbite pe´riodique est re´alise´e
par une C1-perturbation g du diffe´omorphisme sur un petit voisinage de ladite
orbite. On n’a cependant aucune information sur le comportement des varie´te´s
invariantes de l’orbite pe´riodique apre`s perturbation.
Nous montrons que si la perturbation de la de´rive´e est obtenue par une
isotopie le long de laquelle existent les varie´te´s stables/instables fortes de cer-
taines dimensions, alors on peut faire la perturbation ci-dessus en pre´servant les
varie´te´s stables/instables semi-locales correspondantes. Ce re´sultat a de nom-
breuses applications en syste`mes dynamiques de classe C1. Nous en de´montrons
quelques unes.
Abstract. A well-known lemma by John Franks asserts that one obtains any
perturbation of the derivative of a diffeomorphism along a periodic orbit by
a C1-perturbation of the whole diffeomorphism on a small neighbourhood of
the orbit. However, one does not control where the invariant manifolds of the
orbit are, after perturbation.
We show that if the perturbated derivative is obtained by an isotopy along
which some strong stable/unstable manifolds of some dimensions exist, then the
Franks perturbation can be done preserving the corresponding stable/unstable
semi-local manifolds. This is a general perturbative tool in C1-dynamics
that has many consequences. We give simple examples of such consequences,
for instance a generic dichotomy between dominated splitting and small sta-
ble/unstable angles inside homoclinic classes.
1. Introduction. A few C1-specific tools and ideas are fundamental in the study
of the dynamics of C1-generic diffeomophisms, that is, diffeomorphisms of a residual
subset of the set Diff1(M) of C1-diffeomorphisms on a Riemannian manifold M .
On the one hand, one relies on closing and connecting lemmas to create periodic
points and to create homoclinic relations between them. The C1-Closing Lemma of
Pugh [19] allows to close a recurrent orbit by an arbitrarily small C1-perturbation.
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The connecting lemma of Hayashi [14], whose proof relies on ideas derived from
that of the closing lemma, says that if the unstable manifold of a saddle point accu-
mulates on a point of the stable manifold of another saddle, then a C1-perturbation
creates a transverse intersection between the two manifolds. That was further gen-
eralized by Wen, Xia and Arnaud in [23, 1] and Bonatti and Crovisier in [3, 11],
where powerful generic consequences are obtained.
On the other hand, we have tools to create dynamical patterns by C1-perturbations
in small neighbourhoods of periodic orbit. John Franks [12] introduced a lemma
that allows to reach any perturbation of the derivative along a periodic orbit as a
C1-perturbation of the whole diffeomorphism on an arbitrarily small neighbourhood
of that orbit. This allows to systematically reduce C1-perturbations along periodic
orbits to linear algebra.
Other perturbation results are about generating homoclinic tangencies by C1-
perturbations near periodic saddle points. To prove the Palis C1-density conjecture
in dimension 2, that is, to prove that there is a C1-dense subset of diffeomorphisms
of surfaces that are hyperbolic or admit a homoclinic tangency, Pujals and Sam-
barino [21] first show that if the dominated splitting between the stable and unstable
directions of a saddle point is not strong enough, then a C1-perturbation of the de-
rivative along the orbit induces a small angle between the two eigendirections. They
apply the Franks’ Lemma and do another perturbation to obtain a tangency be-
tween the two manifolds. In [22], Wen gave a generalization of that first step in
dimension greater than 2 under similar non-domination hypotheses.
These perturbations results rely on the Franks’ lemma which unfortunately fails
to yield any information on the behaviour of the invariant manifolds of the periodic
point after perturbation. In particular, one does not control a priori what homoclinic
class the periodic point will belong to, what strong connections there may be after
perturbation, and it may not be possible to apply a connecting lemma in order to
recreate a broken homoclinic relation.
In [13], a technique is found to preserve any fixed finite set in the invariant
manifolds of a periodic point for particular types of perturbations along a periodic
orbit. In particular it implies that one can create homoclinic tangencies inside
homoclinic classes on which there is no stable/unstable uniform dominated splitting.
This technique however is complex and difficult to adapt to other contexts.
In this paper, we provide a simple setting in which the Franks’ perturbation
lemma can be tamed into preserving most of the invariant manifolds of the saddle
point. Let us first state the Franks’ Lemma:
Lemma (Franks). Let f be a diffeomorphism. For all ǫ > 0, there is δ > 0 such
that, for any periodic point P of f , for any δ-perturbation (B1, ..., Bp) of the tuple
(A1, ..., Ap) of matrices that corresponds to the derivative Df along the orbit OrbP
of P , for any neighbourhood U of OrbP , one finds a C
1 ǫ-perturbation g of f on U
that coincides with f throughout OrbP and whose derivative along it corresponds to
(B1, ..., Bp).
We introduce a perturbation theorem that extends the Franks’ Lemma, control-
ling both the behaviour of the invariant manifolds of OrbP , and the size of the
C1-perturbation needed to obtain the derivative (B1, ..., Bp). Precisely, we prove
that if the perturbation is done by an isotopy along a path of ’acceptable deriva-
tives’, that is, if the strong stable/unstable directions of some indices exist all along
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that path, then the diffeomorphism g can be chosen so that it preserves the cor-
responding local strong stable/unstable manifolds outside of an arbitrarily small
neighbourhood. Moreover, the size of the perturbation can be found arbitrarily
close to the radius of the path.
In order to prove our main theorem, we will rely on the fundamental Cr-perturbative
Proposition 1.5 and the C1-linearization Corollary 6. These results are stated in
Section 1.3. In Section 2, we show that Proposition 1.5 and its corollary induce the
main theorem. Proposition 1.5 is proved in Section 3.
In section 4, we give examples of a few isotopic perturbative results on linear
cocycles, to show possible applications of our main theorem. For instance, we can
turn the eigenvalues of a large period saddle point to have real eigenvalues, and
preserve at the same time most of its strong stable/unstable manifolds. We also
deduce a generic dichotomy inside homoclinic classes between dominated splittings
and small angles.
This result has already allowed a number of new developments by Potrie [18]
and Bonatti, Crovisier, Dı´az and Gourmelon [4]). Some impressive results have
recently been announced by Bonatti and Shinohara, and by Bonatti, Crovisier and
Shinohara. These are detailed in the next section.
Remerciements : Je remercie chaleureusement Jairo Bochi, Christian Bonatti,
Sylvain Crovisier, Lorenzo Dı´az et Rafael Potrie pour de nombreuses discussions,
suggestions et encouragements ainsi que Marcelo Viana, le CNPQ et l’IMPA (Rio
de Janeiro).
1.1. Statement of results. Let A be a linear map such that its eigenvalues
λ1, . . . , λd, counted with multiplicity and ordered by increasing moduli, satisfy
|λi| < min(|λi+1|, 1). Then the i-strong stable direction of A is defined as the i-
dimensional invariant space corresponding to eigenvalues λ1, ..., λi.
If P is a periodic point of period p for a diffeomorphism f and if the first return
mapDfp admits an i-strong stable direction, then there is inside the stable set of the
orbit OrbP of P a unique boundaryless i-dimensional immersed f -invariant manifold
that is tangent to that direction at P . We call it the i-strong stable manifold of OrbP
for f , and denote it byW i,ss(P, f). One defines symmetrically the i-strong unstable
manifolds, replacing f by f−1, and denote them by W i,uu(P, f). We denote by
W s/u(P, f) the stable/unstable manifold of the orbit OrbP of P , that is the strong
stable/unstable manifold of maximum dimension.
Definition 1.1. A set W+(f, P ) is a local stable manifold of OrbP for f if it is a
strictly f -invariant1 union of disjoint disks {Dn}0≤n<p, where each Dn is a smooth
ball inside the strong stable manifold W ss,i(f) that contains fn(P ) in its interior.
Symmetrically, a set W−(f, P ) is a local unstable manifold of OrbP for f if it is
a local stable manifold of OrbP for f
−1.
Finally, if we have both f = g and f−1 = g−1 by restriction to (resp. outside)
some set K, then we write ”f±1 = g±1 on K” (resp. ”f±1 = g±1 outside K”).
We are now ready to state the main theorem:
1That is, f
[
W+(f, P )
]
is in the interior intW+(f, P ) of W+(f, P ), where intW+(f, P ) =
W+(f, P ) \ ∂W+(f, P ).
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Theorem 1. Let P be a p-periodic point for a diffeomorphism f on a Riemannian
manifold (M, ‖.‖). Fix a path
{At = (A1,t, . . . , Ap,t)}t∈[0,1]
where each An,t is a linear map from Tfn−1(P )M to Tfn(P )M , and the p-tuple A0 =
(A1,0, . . . , Ap,0) is the derivative of f along OrbP . Then,
• for any δ greater than the radius of the path At, that is,
δ > max
1≤n≤p
t∈[0,1]
{
‖An,t −An,0‖, ‖A
−1
n,t −A
−1
n,0‖
}
2,
• for any neighborhood U of OrbP ,
• for any local stable and unstable manifolds W+(f, P ) and W−(f, P ),
there is a δ-perturbation g of f for the C1-topology, and a pair of local stable and
unstable manifolds W+(g, P ) and W−(g, P ), such that it holds:
• f±1 = g±1 throughout OrbP and outside U ,
• the derivative of g along OrbP is the tuple A1 = (A1,1, . . . , Ap,1),
• For each i ∈ N, if the linear endomorphism Bt = Ap,t ◦ ... ◦ A1,t admits an
i-strong stable (resp. unstable) direction for all t ∈ [0, 1], we have[
W ss,i(g, P ) ∩W+(g, P )
]
\ U =
[
W+,i(f, P ) ∩W+(f, P )
]
\ U,
and likewise for the strong unstable manifolds.
That is, one can do the Franks’ perturbation while preserving the ”semilocal”
i-strong stable manifold, whenever the i-strong stable direction exists all along
the isotopy by which we perturb the derivative, and likewise for strong unstable
manifolds.
For θ ∈ {s, u} or any θ of the form ”i, ss” or ”i, uu” we denote by W θ̺ (P, f)
be the set of points in W θ(P, f) whose distance to the orbit of x within the im-
mersed manifoldW θ(P, f) is strictly less than ̺. We call it the (i-strong) (un)stable
manifold of size ̺. We can state a slightly stronger version of Theorem 1:
Theorem 2. Let P be a p-periodic point for a diffeomorphism f on a Riemannian
manifold (M, ‖.‖). Fix a path
{At = (A1,t, . . . , Ap,t)}t∈[0,1]
where each An,t is a linear map from Tfn−1(P )M to Tfn(P )M , and the p-tuple A0 =
(A1,0, . . . , Ap,0) is the derivative of f along OrbP . Let I (resp. J) be the set of
integers i > 0 such that, for all t ∈ [0, 1], the linear endomorphism Bt = Ap,t◦...◦A1,t
admits an i-strong stable (resp. unstable) direction. Then,
• for any δ greater than the radius of the path At,
• for any neighborhood U of OrbP and for any ̺ > 0,
• for any families of compact sets
Ki ⊂W
i,ss
̺ (P, f) \ U
Lj ⊂W
j,uu
̺ (P, f) \ U,
where i ∈ I and j ∈ J ,
there is a δ-perturbation g of f , for the C1-topology, such that it holds:
• f±1 = g±1 throughout OrbP and outside U ,
• the derivative of g along OrbP is the tuple A1 = (A1,1, . . . , Ap,1),
2‖A‖ is the operator norm of the morphism of Euclidean spaces A : Tfn−1(P )M → Tfn(P )M .
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• For all (i, j) ∈ I × J , we have
Ki ⊂W
i,ss
̺ (P, g) and Lj ⊂W
j,uu
̺ (P, g).
W s(P, f)
K2
U
L1
K1
Figure 1. Illustration of Theorem 2
Assume that, for all times 0 ≤ t ≤ 1, the first return linear map Bt
admits an 1-strong unstable, a 1 and 2-strong stable manifolds. The
perturbation g is such that K1,K2 and L1 are left respectively in the
1- and 2-strong stable and 1-strong unstable manifolds of size ̺ for g.
Remark 1.2. One could take the compact sets Ki ⊂ W i,ss(P, f) \ U and Lj ⊂
W j,uu(P, f) \ U and replace Ki ⊂W i,ss̺ (P, g) in the conclusions of the theorem by
the simpler
Ki ⊂W
i,ss(P, g).
However this conclusion is strictly weaker, indeed it would give way to possibly
annoying situations as depicted in Figure 1.1.
Let us give examples of applications of Theorems 1 and 2. We already knew
that the derivative along a saddle of large period may be perturbed in order to
get real eigenvalues [3, 9], or that the derivative along a long-period saddle with
a weak stable/unstable dominated splitting may be perturbed in order to get a
small stable/unstable angle [8]. In Section 4.4 we show that these perturbations
can be obtained through ’good’ paths of cocycles, in the sense that one can apply
Theorem 2 to them. As a consequence, if the period of a saddle is large, then
it is possible to perturb it to make the eigenvalues of the first return map real,
while preserving their moduli, and preserving the local strong stable and unstable
manifolds outside a small neighbourhood:
Theorem 3. Let f be a diffeomorphism of M and ǫ > 0 be a real number. There
exists an integer N ∈ N such that for any
• periodic point P of period p ≥ N ,
• neighbourhood U of the orbit OrbP of P ,
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K2
W sloc(P, g)
W s(P, g)
Figure 2. The compact K2 may stay in the stable manifold for a
perturbation g of f without remaining in the local stable manifold.
The stronger conclusions of Theorem 2 avoid such picture.
• number ̺ > 0 and families of compact sets
Ki ⊂W
i,ss
̺ (P, f) \OrbP , for all i ∈ I
Lj ⊂W
j,uu
̺ (P, f) \OrbP , for all j ∈ J,
where I, J are the sets of strong stable and unstable dimensions, respectively,
there is a C1-ǫ-perturbation g of f such that
• f±1 = g±1 throughout OrbP and outside U ,
• the eigenvalues of the first return map Dgp(P ) are real and their moduli are
the same as for f ,
• for all (i, j) ∈ I × J , we have
Ki ⊂W
i,ss
̺ (P, g) and Lj ⊂W
j,uu
̺ (P, g).
Finally, we prove a generic dichotomy between small stable/unstable angles and
a weak form of hyperbolicity. Before stating it precisely, we need a few definitions:
A residual subset of a Baire space is a set that contains a countable intersection
of open and dense subsets.
A saddle point for a diffeomorphism is a hyperbolic periodic point that has non-
trivial stable and unstable manifolds. The index of a saddle is the dimension of
its stable manifold. The stable (resp. unstable) direction of a saddle P is the
tangent vector space to the stable (resp. unstable) manifold at P . The minimum
stable/unstable angle of a saddle P is the minimum of the angles between a vector
of the stable direction of P and a vector of the unstable direction.
We say that a saddle point P is homoclinically related to another saddle point Q if
and only if the unstable manifoldWu(P ) of the orbit of P (resp. Wu(Q)) intersects
transversally the stable manifoldW s(Q) (resp. W s(P )) . The homoclinlic class of a
saddle point P is the closure of the transverse intersections of W s(P ) and Wu(P ).
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One easily shows that it also is the closure of the set of saddles homoclinically
related to P .
A dominated splitting above a compact invariant set K for a diffeomorphism f is
a splitting of the tangent bundle TM|K = E ⊕ F into two vector subbundles such
that the vectors of E are uniformly exponentially more contracted or less expanded
than the vectors of F by the iterates of the dynamics (see definition 4.1). The index
of that dominated splitting is the dimension of E.
For all 1 ≤ r ≤ ∞, we denote by Diffr(M) the space of Cr diffeormorphisms.
Theorem 4. There exists a residual set R ⊂ Diff1(M) of diffeomorphisms f such
that for any saddle point P of f , we have the following dichotomy:
• either the homoclinic class H(P, f) of P admits a dominated splitting of same
index as P
• or, for all ǫ > 0, there is a saddle point Qǫ homoclinically related to P such
that it holds:
– the minimum stable/unstable angle of Qǫ is less than ǫ,
– the eigenvalues of the derivative of the first return map at Qǫ are all real
and pairwise distinct,
– each of these eigenvalues has modulus less than ǫ or greater than ǫ−1.
That result parallels [13, Theorem 1.1]. Indeed, if these three conditions are
satisfied for small ǫ, then there are fundamental domains of the stable and unstable
manifolds of Q that are big before the distance that separates them, in such a way
that these two manifolds can be intertwined by small perturbations. In particular,
it is possible to create tangencies between them by small perturbations that keep
Q in the homoclinic class of P .
We finally give a version of [13, Theorem 4.3] where the derivative is preserved,
that is, we show that if the stable/unstable dominated splitting along a saddle is
weak and if the period of that saddle is large, then one obtains homoclinic tangency
related to that saddle by a C1-perturbation that preserves the orbit of the saddle
and the derivative along it. Moreover, one may keep any preliminarily fixed finite
set in the invariant manifolds of the saddle.
1.2. Further applications of Theorem 1. Using Theorem 1, Rafael Potrie [18]
got interesting results on generic Lyapunov stable and bi-stable homoclinic classes.
He showed in particular that, C1-generically, if H is a quasi-attractor containing
a dissipative periodic point, then it admits a dominated splitting. Also, using a
result by Yang [24], he proves that generically and far from homoclinic tangencies
if a homoclinic class is bi-Lyapunov stable (that is, the homoclinic classes that are
quasi-attractors and repellors) then it is the whole manifold.
The main theorem of this paper was followed by another result by Bonatti and
Bochi [2] that generalized previous results about perturbation of derivatives along
periodic points in C1-topology [17, 7, 9]. More precisely, given a tuple of matrices
A = (A1, ..., Ap), they give a full description of the tuples of moduli of eigenvalues of
the product B = Ap...A1 (equivalently, of Lyapunov exponents) that one can reach
by small isotopic perturbations of A. Moreover, they prove that if strong stable or
unstable direction of some dimensions exist at both the initial and final time, then
the isotopy At can be built so that at all times of the isotopy there are strong stable
and unstable directions of those dimensions. In other words, the isotopy matches
the hypotheses of Theorem 1.
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Theorem 1 and [2, Theorem 4.1] thus give a very general method to perturb
derivatives inside homoclinic classes, to preserve strong connections and to create
new ones. This led recently to a number of developments in the study of C1-generic
dynamical systems. Let us detail the most important ones.
In [4], Bonatti, Crovisier, Dı´az and Gourmelon showed a number of generic results
on homoclinic classes and produced new examples of wild dynamics. In particular,
they showed that if a homoclinic class has no dominated splitting and if C1-robustly
it contains two saddle points of different indices, then it induces a particular type
of wild dynamics, called ”viral”. Indeed, such a homoclinic class has a replication
property: there exists an arbitrarily small C1-perturbation of the dynamics such
that there is a new homoclinic class Hausdorff close to the continuation of the first
one, but not in the same chain-recurrent class,3 and such that that new homoclinic
class satisfies the same properties.
This implies that there is a locally residual set of diffeomorphisms that have un-
countably many chain-recurrent classes. By Kupka-Smale’s theorem, uncountably
many of those chain-recurrent classes have no periodic orbits, that is, are aperiodic.
A question since the first production of examples of locally generic dynamics
with aperiodic chain-recurrent classes (by Bonatti and Dı´az [6]), was whether such
aperiodic classes could generically have non-trivial dynamics. It was not known
if there could exist locally generic dynamics where aperiodic classes were not all
minimal, or had non-zero Lyapunov exponents.
Recently, using (among other ideas) an extension of Theorem 1 in dimension
3, namely the result announced in Section 5, using [2, Theorem 4.1 and Propo-
sition 3.1], and pushing further the ideas of [4] and [10], Bonatti and Shinohara
have announced that they can produce open sets of diffeomorphism where generic
diffeomorphisms admit uncountably many non-minimal chain-recurrent classes.
Moreover, Bonatti, Crovisier and Shinohara [5] proved recently that those tech-
niques can also be used to find a C1-generic counter example to Pesin’s theory, thus
generalizing the result of Pugh [20]: for dim(M) ≥ 3, they exhibit open sets of
Diff1(M) in which generic diffeomorphisms admit non-uniformly hyperbolic invari-
ant measures supported by aperiodic chain-recurrent classes that have trivial stable
and unstable manifolds.
1.3. Statement of the Main Perturbation Proposition. We state the main
results that lead to Theorem 1. These are perturbation results that hold in Cr-
topology, for all 1 ≤ r ≤ ∞, although we only use their C1-versions to prove
Theorem 1. The Cr results may be of great interest in other contexts.
We recall that M is a Riemannian manifold, not necessarily compact. We con-
sider the space of diffeomorphisms Diffr(M) endowed with the weak Whitney Cr-
topology4, that is the topology of Cr convergence on compact sets. Notice that if
M is compact, this coincides with the usual uniform Cr-topology.
While the diffeomorphisms f ∈ Diffr(M) we will consider may vary, they will
all coincide throughout the orbit OrbP of some common periodic point P , and all
stable or unstable manifolds of this paper will be those of that orbit. Thus we can
unambiguously denote the stable and unstable manifolds of the orbit OrbP of P for
3An ǫ-pseudo orbit is a sequence x1, ..., xn such that dist(f(xi), xi+1) < ǫ, for all i. Two points
x 6= y are in the same chain-recurrent class, if for any ǫ > 0 there is an ǫ-pseudo orbit that goes
from x to y and another that goes from y to x.
4See e.g. [15].
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f simply by W s(f) and Wu(f). Likewise, we denote the i-strong stable/unstable
manifolds of OrbP for f simply by W
ss,i(f)/Wuu,i(f).
Let P be a p-periodic point for a diffeomorphism f such that it admits an i-strong
stable manifold. The same way we defined local stable and unstable manifolds, we
may define local strong stable and unstable manifolds:
Definition 1.3. A set W+(f) is a local i-strong stable manifold for f if it is a
strictly f -invariant union of disjoint disks {Dn}0≤n<p, where each Dn is a smooth
ball inside the strong stable manifold W ss,i(f) and fn(P ) is in the interior of Dn.
We define symmetrically a setW−(f) to be a local j-strong unstable manifold for
f if it is a local j-strong stable manifold for f−1. We say that a sequence of compact
submanifolds Nk in M (possibly with boundary) C
r-converges to a Cr-submanifold
N ⊂ M if there exists a sequence of Cr-maps φk : N → M that C
r-converges to
IdN such that φk(N) = Nk. Now, we can do the following:
Remark 1.4. Let P be a periodic point for f and fk be a sequence in Diff
r(M)
that converges to f for the weak Whitney topology, where each fk coincides with
f throughout OrbP . Then, by the stable manifold theorem, for any local strong
stable manifold W+(f) there is a sequence of local strong stable manifolds W+(fk)
that converges to it Cr-uniformly. And symmetrically for local strong unstable
manifolds.
Proposition 1.5 (Main perturbation proposition). Fix 1 ≤ r ≤ ∞. Let gk and
hk be two sequences in Diff
r(M) converging to a diffeomorphism f , such that f , gk
and hk coincide throughout the orbit OrbP of a periodic point P . Let {W
+(hk)}k∈N
be a sequence of local strong stable manifolds of OrbP for the diffeomorphisms hk
that converges to a local strong stable manifold W+(f) for f , Cr-uniformly. Define
symmetrically local strong unstable manifolds W−(hk) and W
−(f).
For any neighborhood U of the orbit OrbP , there exists:
• a neighborhood V ⊂ U of OrbP ,
• a sequence fk of Diff
r(M) converging to f ,
• two sequences of local strong stable and unstable manifolds W+(fk) andW−(fk)
of OrbP that tend respectively to W
+(f) and W−(f), in the Cr topology,
such that for large k ∈ N it holds:
• f±1k = g
±1
k inside V
• f±1k = h
±1
k outside U ,
• For any integer i > 0, if OrbP has an i-strong stable manifold W ss,i(f) for
f , then W ss,i(fk) and W
ss,i(hk) also exist and coincide ”semilocally outside
U”, i.e.[
W+(fk) ∩W
ss,i(fk)
]
\ U =
[
W+(hk) ∩W
ss,i(hk)
]
\ U,
and likewise, replacing stable manifolds by unstable ones.
Corollary 5 (Cr-linearization lemma). Let 1 ≤ r ≤ ∞. Let P be a periodic
hyperbolic point of a diffeormophism f ∈ Diffr(M) and let W+(f) and W−(f)
be respectively local stable and unstable manifolds of the orbit OrbP . Let U be a
neighborhood of OrbP . Then, there exists a sequence fk tending to f in Diff
r(M)
and two sequences of local strong stable and unstable manifolds W+(fk) andW
−(fk)
of OrbP such that it holds, for all k ∈ N:
• f±1 = f±1k throughout OrbP and outside U ,
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• P is a hyperbolic point for fk and the linear part of f
p
k at P has no resonances,
where p is the period of P . In particular, fk is locally C
r-conjugated to its
linear part along the orbit of P .
• For any integer i > 0, if OrbP has an i-strong stable manifold W ss,i(f) for
f , then W ss,i(fk) also exists and[
W+(f) ∩W ss,i(f)
]
\ U =
[
W+(fk) ∩W
ss,i(fk)
]
\ U,
and likewise, replacing stable manifolds by unstable ones.
In the C1 setting, we have a stronger statement:
Corollary 6 (C1-linearization lemma). Let P be a periodic point of a diffeor-
mophism f ∈ Diff1(M) and let W+(f) and W−(f) be respectively local stable and
unstable manifolds of OrbP and fix a linear structure on a neighborhood of each
point of OrbP . Let U be a neighborhood of OrbP . Then, there exist a sequence fk
tending to f in Diff1(M) and two sequences of local stable and unstable manifolds
W+(fk) and W
−(fk) such that it holds, for all k ∈ N:
• f±1 = f±1k throughout OrbP and outside U ,
• fk coincides on a neighborhood of OrbP with the linear part L of f along
OrbP ,
• For any integer i > 0, if OrbP has an i-strong stable manifold W ss,i(f) for
f , then W ss,i(fk) also exists and[
W+(f) ∩W ss,i(f)
]
\ U =
[
W+(fk) ∩W
ss,i(fk)
]
\ U,
and likewise, replacing stable manifolds by unstable ones.
Proposition 1.5 is proved in Section 3. The linearization lemmas are straightfor-
ward consequences of Proposition 1.5: use a partition of unity to build a sequence
gk of diffeomorphisms that tends C
r to f , such that the linear part of gpk at P has
no resonances (for the proof of Corollary 5), or such that g±1k = L
±1 (for the proof
of Corollary 6) on a neighborhood of the orbit of P , where L is the linear part of f
along OrbP , and apply Proposition 1.5 with hk = f . In Corollary 5, the fact that
gk is locally C
r-conjugated to its linear part along the orbit of P comes from the
Sternberg linearization theorem (see [16, Theorem 6.6.6]).
1.4. Structure of the paper. In Section 2, we prove Theorem 1 from Proposi-
tion 1.5 and Corollary 6. Proposition 1.5 is proved in Section 3.
Finally in Section 4 we prove a few of the many consequences of Theorem 1 for
perturbative dynamics of C1 diffeomorphisms. In particular, we prove Theorems 3
and 4.
For simplicity, in the rest of the paper, the sentences
”For large k, property Pk holds.”
”For small λ > 0, property Qλ holds.”
respectively stand for
”There exists k0 ∈ N such that, for any integer k ≥ k0, property Pk holds.”
”There exists λ0 > 0 such that, for any real number 0 < λ ≤ λ0, property Qλ
holds.”
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2. Proof of the Isotopic Franks’ lemma. In this section, we prove Theorem 1
from Proposition 1.5 and Corollary 6.
Idea of the proof. We first put a linear structure on a neighborhood of OrbP , so
that any sequence At of linear maps as in the statement of Theorem 1 identifies to
a linear diffeomorphism on the manifold Z/pZ × Rd. We will call such diffeomor-
phisms linear cycle since they actually do a cyclic permutation on the connected
components of Z/pZ×Rd. Then we introduce the notion of ”connection” from such
a diffeomorphism A to another B, that is, a diffeomorphism of Z/pZ×Rd such that
• it coincides with B on a neighborhood of OrbP and with A outside a bigger
neighborhood,
• it ”connects” the strong stable/unstable manifolds of A with those of B, as
represented in Fig. 3.
Those connections can be concatenated as in Fig. 4 (we may however need to con-
jugate some of them by homothecies).
As a consequence of Proposition 1.5, if At is a path of such linear diffeomorphisms
along which strong stable and strong unstable manifolds of dimensions i ∈ I and
j ∈ J exist, then we will find a sequence 0 = t0 < t1 < ... < tk = 1 of times such that
there is a connection from each Ati to Ati+1 of small size (that is, C
1-close to the
linear cycle Ati) that connects the I-strong stable and J-strong unstable manifolds
of Ati to those Ati+1 . Then a convenient concatenation of those connections (see
Fig. 4) will give a connection from A0 to A1 whose distance to A0 will be arbitrarily
close to the radius of the path At, as defined in Theorem 1.
We will end the proof by linearizing f to A0 on a neighborhood U of OrbP with
Corollary 6, and finally pasting in U that connection from A0 to A1.
We now go into the details of the proof, starting with a precise definition of the
metrics we deal with.
2.1. Preliminaries. Any Riemannian metric ‖.‖∗ on a manifold M induces a dis-
tance d‖.‖∗ on TM through the Levi-Civita connection. We define the corresponding
C1-distance between two diffeomorphisms g, h : M →M as follows:
dist‖.‖∗(g, h) = sup
v∈TM
‖v‖∗=1
{
d‖.‖∗
[
Dg(v), Dh(v)
]
, d‖.‖∗
[
Dg−1(v), Dh−1(v)
]}
.
We say that a diffeomorphism g of M is bounded by C > 1 for ‖.‖∗ if for all unit
vector v ∈ TM , we have C−1 ≤ ‖Df(v)‖∗ ≤ C.
We will deal with diffeomorphisms of the following d-dimensional manifold (and
vector bundle):
E = Z/pZ× Rd.
A cyclic diffeomorphism g of E is a diffeomorphism of E such that for each integer
1 ≤ n < p,
g({n} × Rd) = {n+ 1} × Rd
g(0E) = 0E ,
where 0E is the 0-section of the vector bundle E .
Whenever they exist, we denote the i-strong stable and unstable manifolds of
the periodic orbit 0E of g by W
ss,i(g) and Wuu,i(g), respectively.
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A cyclic diffeomorphism of E that restricts to a linear map from {n} × Rd to
{n+ 1} ×Rd, for all n, is called a linear cycle. Denote by A the set of linear cycles
of E . Notice that A identifies to the set of tuples (A1, ..., Ap) ∈ GL(d,R)p.
We endow the manifold E with the Riemannian metric ‖.‖Eucl. arising from the
canonical Euclidean structure on Rd.
The C1-distance dist‖.‖Eucl.
(A,B) between two distinct linear cycles A,B ∈ A,
seen as diffeomorphisms of E , is infinite. We endow A with the more appropriate
operator distance: given A = (A1, ..., Ap) and B = (B1, ..., Bp) in A, let
distA(A,B) = max
1≤n≤p
{
‖An −Bn‖, ‖A
−1
n −B
−1
n ‖
}
,
where ‖.‖ is the operator norm. For any finite sets I and J of strictly positive
integers, denote by
AI,J ⊂ A
the subset of tuples (A1, . . . , Ap) ∈ A such that the endomorphism B = Ap ◦ ... ◦A1
has an i-strong stable direction and a j-strong unstable direction, for all i ∈ I and
j ∈ J .
2.2. Connections from a linear cycle to another.
Definition 2.1. Given two linear cycles A,B ∈ AI,J , an (I, J)-connection CAB
from A to B is a cyclic diffeomorphism on E such that
• C±1AB = A
±1 outside a bounded neighborhood of 0E ,
• C±1AB = B
±1 on a neighborhood of 0E ,
• there exists a neighborhood U of 0E such that the strong stable/unstable
manifolds of the periodic orbit OrbP = 0E for CAB and A coincide outside U ,
that is, for all i ∈ I and j ∈ J it holds:
W ss,i(A) \ U =W ss,i(CAB) \ U,
Wuu,j(A) \ U =Wuu,j(CAB) \ U.
Remark 2.2. The manifolds W ss,i(CAB) and W
uu,j(CAB) are then properly im-
mersed in E . In particular, the negative iterates of any point of W ss,i(CAB) and
the positive iterates of any point of Wuu,i(CAB) tend to infinity.
U
CAB = A
0E
CAB=B
Wu(A)\U = Wu(CAB)\U
W s(A)\U = W s(CAB)\U
Figure 3. A connection from a linear cycle A to another B.
Notice that, since a connection CAB from a linear cycle A to another B coincides
with A outside a compact set, the C1-distance between A and CAB is bounded. We
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define the size of the connection CAB as the C
1-distance for the Euclidean metric:
size(CAB) = dist‖.‖Eucl.(A, CAB).
For λ > 0, denote by λ. Id the homothety of ratio λ on E , that is, the diffeomor-
phism of E defined by λ. Id(n, x) = (n, λ.x). Given a connection CAB from A to B,
we denote by CλAB its conjugate by λ. Id:
CλAB = λ. Id ◦CAB ◦ λ
−1. Id .
Remark 2.3. The strong stable/unstable manifolds of CλAB are the homothetic im-
ages of those of CAB: for all i ∈ I, j ∈ J , it holds:
W ss,i(CλAB) = λ.W
ss,i(CAB),
Wuu,i(CλAB) = λ.W
uu,i(CAB).
We state without a proof the following easy result:
Lemma 2.4. If CAB is an (I, J)-connection from A to B, then for any λ > 0, CλAB
is also one. Moreover, for all 0 < λ < µ, we have:
size(CλAB) < size(C
µ
AB).
Lemma 2.5. Let A,B, C ∈ AI,J . Given (I, J)-connections CAB and CBC from A
to B and from B to C, respectively, for all ǫ > 0, there exists an (I, J)-connection
CAC from A to C such that one has the following inequalities:
size(CAC) ≤ max
{
size(CAB), size(CBC) + distA(A,B) + ǫ
}
, (1)
The idea of the proof is very natural: just paste a conjugate CλBC of the connection
from B to C into the region where CAB = B. The cyclic diffeomorphism thus
obtained is however not necessarily a connection fromA to C. One needs λ > 0 to be
small enough for the stable and unstable manifolds of the new cyclic diffeomorphism
to behave as expected. Some technical work is needed here, as the proof of Claim 1
shows.
Proof. Let U be a bounded neighborhood of 0E such that
C±1AB = B
±1 on U . (2)
Define the map CAC,λ : E → E by
CAC,λ = C
λ
BC on U (3)
= CAB outside U . (4)
Claim 1. Let i ∈ I. For small λ > 0, the map CAC,λ is an ({i}, ∅)-connection from
A to C.
Proof. Let V be the maximal bounded neighborhood V of 0E on which CBC 6= B.
Then CλBC = B
λ = B outside λV = λ. Id(V ). As a consequence, for small λ > 0 (for
λV ⊂ U), the map CAC,λ is a cyclic diffeomorphism on E .
We are left to show that for small λ > 0, the i-strong stable manifolds of CAC,λ
and A coincide outside a bounded neighborhood of 0E . Let D be a bounded
fundamental domain of W ss,i(B) (we ask that its closure D be a compact set of
W ss,i(CAB) \ {0E}) such that
Bn(D) ⊂ U for all n ≥ 0. (5)
Let us prove that, for small λ > 0, we have:
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(i) D is a fundamental domain of W ss,i(CλBC),
(ii) (CλBC)
−n = B−n by restriction to D, for all n ≥ 0.
(iii) (CλBC)
n(D) ⊂ U , for all n ≥ 0.
(iv) D is a fundamental domain of W ss,i(CAC,λ),
Proof of (i): It comes from Remark 2.3, from D being a fundamental domain of
W ss,i(B) and from CBC and W ss,i(CBC) coinciding respectively with B and
W ss,i(B) outside a bounded neighborhood of 0E .
Proof of (ii): The union of negative B-iterates of the stable fundamental domain
D is bounded away from 0E , hence for small λ > 0, (CλBC)
−1 = B−1 on that
union, and (ii) holds.
Proof of (iii): By (i), the set
Σ =
⋃
n≥0
(CλBC)
n
(D)
is bounded. Hence, for small 0 < ν < 1,
ν.Σ =
⋃
n≥0
(Cλ.νBC )
n
(ν.D)
⊂ U. (6)
Conjugating the equality in (ii) by ν. Id, we get
(Cλ.νBC )
−n = B−n by restriction to ν.D, for all n ≥ 0. (7)
For all x ∈ D, there is a (unique) positive B-iterate of x in ν.D. By Eq. (7),
the positive (Cλ.νBC )-iterates of x coincide with the B-iterates of x until that
iterate in ν.D. Eq. (5) gives that those iterates are in U . By Eq. (6), the next
iterates (after reaching ν.D) also lie in U . Therefore, (iii) holds, for small
λ := λ.ν, hence for small λ.
Proof of (iv): It is a straightforward consequence of Eq. (3) and Items (i) and (iii).
By Remark 2.2, one finds a bounded neighborhood Uˆ ⊂ U of 0E such that
C−nAB(D) ∩ Uˆ = ∅, for all n ≥ 0. (8)
For small λ > 0, it holds
(v) CλBC = B outside Uˆ ,
(vi) CAC,λ = CAB outside Uˆ ,
(vii) C−nAC,λ(D) = C
−n
AB(D), for all n ≥ 0.
Item (v) is trivial. We deduce (vi) from (v) and Eqs. (2) to (4). Last, with
Eq. (8) we get (vii).
Items (iv) and (vii) give that, for small λ > 0, the i-strong stable manifold
of CAC,λ coincides with that of CAB, hence with that of A, outside a bounded
neighborhood of 0E . This ends the proof of the claim.
The symmetrical claim, under time inversion also holds:
Claim 2. Let j ∈ J . For small λ > 0, the map CAC,λ is an (∅, {j})-connection
from A to C.
As a consequence of both claims, for small λ > 0, the map CAC,λ is an (I, J)-
connection from A to C.
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We are left to compute the size of the connection CAC,λ. We recall V ⊂ E is the
bounded set on which CBC 6= B. Notice that CAC,λ = CAB outside λV . Let v ∈ TE
be a unit vector above M \ λV . Then
d‖.‖Eucl.(DCAC,λ(v), DA(v)) = d‖.‖Eucl.(DCAB(v), DA(v))
≤ size(CAB).
Let v ∈ TE be a unit vector above λV . Then
d‖.‖Eucl.(DCAC,λ(v), DA(v)) = d‖.‖Eucl.(DC
λ
BC(v), DA(v))
≤ d‖.‖Eucl.(DC
λ
BC(v), DB(v)) + d‖.‖Eucl.(DB(v), DA(v))
≤ size(CλBC) + d‖.‖Eucl.(DB(v), DA(v))
≤ size(CBC) + distA(A,B) + dλ,
where dλ is a quantity that only depends on the size of the bounded set λV and
that tends to zero when λ goes to zero.
One may do the same study, looking at the preimages of the unit vectors w ∈
TE . We finally get that for small λ > 0, Eq. (1) holds. This ends the proof of
Lemma 2.5.
Corollary 2.1. Let A1, ...,Aℓ be a sequence of linear cycles in AI,J and, for all
1 ≤ n < ℓ, let CAnAn+1 be an (I, J)-connection from An to An+1.
Then, for all ǫ > 0, there exists an (I, J)-connection CA1Aℓ from A1 to Aℓ such
that
size(CA1Aℓ) ≤ max
1≤n<ℓ
{
size(CAnAn+1) + distA(A1,An) + ǫ
}
.
Proof. The proof is a straightforward induction on ℓ applying Lemma 2.5 at each
step. The connection CA1Aℓ is depicted in Fig. 4.
A1 A2
A3. . .
Aℓ
0E
CA2A3
CA1A2
Figure 4. A connection from a linear cycle A1 to another Aℓ
obtained from a sequence of connections (CAnAn+1)1≤n<ℓ.
For all A,B ∈ AI,J , let dI,J (A → B) be the infimum of the sizes of the (I, J)-
connections from A to B, and +∞ if there is no such connection. Let dI,J(A,B) =
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max
{
dI,J(A → B), dI,J(B → A)
}
. This defines a distance on AI,J : the triangle
inequality comes from Lemma 2.5 and the fact that
distA(A,B) ≤ size(CAB),
moreover dI,J(A,A) = 0 since A is a trivial connection from A to A.
Proposition 2.6. The topologies induced on AI,J by the distances dI,J and distA
coincide.
Proof. The fact that dI,J ≥ distA is clear. We are left to show that, if a sequence
Ak ∈ AI,J converges to A ∈ AI,J for the distance distA, then it also does for dI,J ,
that is, dI,J(Ak → A) and dI,J(A → Ak) both tend to 0.
Fix two sequences Ak,Bk ∈ AI,J converging to A ∈ AI,J , it is enough to show
that the sequence dI,J(Ak → Bk) converges to zero. Notice that the corresponding
cyclic diffeomorphisms Ak and Bk converge to A for the weak Whitney C1-topology.
Let W+(A) and W−(A) be local stable and unstable manifolds for A. For all
k ∈ N, letW+(Ak) andW−(Ak) be local (strong)5 stable and unstable manifolds for
Ak so that the sequences W
+(Ak) and W
−(Ak) converge C
1-uniformly to W+(A)
and W−(A), respectively.
The rest of the proof is natural: applying Proposition 1.5 to the sequences of
diffeomorphisms Ak and Bk with the sequences W+(Ak) and W−(Ak) and with a
neighborhood U of the orbit 0E small enough, we obtain a sequence of diffeomor-
phisms hk = CAkBk such that for large k, CAkBk is an (I, J)-connection from Ak to
Bk whose size tends to 0 as k →∞.
We go into the details. Take a neighborhood U of 0E such that there is
(i) a fundamental domain D+ of W+(A) whose closure lies in the interior of
W+(A) and such that the closed set ∪n∈NA−n(D+) does not intersect the
closure of U ,
(ii) a fundamental domain D− of W−(A) whose closure lies in the interior of
W−(A) and such that the closed set ∪n∈NAn(D−) does not intersect the
closure of U .
Proposition 1.5 gives
1. a sequence of diffeomorphisms CAkBk ∈ Diff
1(M) converging to A and coin-
ciding with A throughout OE ,
2. two sequences of local strong stable and unstable manifolds W+(CAkBk) and
W−(CAkBk) for CAkBk ,
such that for large k ∈ N we have:
3. C±1AkBk = B
±1
k on some neighborhood V of OE ,
4. C±1AkBk = A
±1
k outside U ,
5. For any integer i ∈ I, we have[
W+(CAkBk) ∩W
ss,i(CAkBk)
]
\ U =
[
W+(Ak) ∩W
ss,i(Ak)
]
\ U,
and likewise, replacing I by J and stable manifolds by unstable ones.
With items 1 and 2, items (i) and (ii) imply that for large k ∈ N, there is
(iii) a fundamental domainD+k inW
+(CAkBk) such that the closed set ∪n∈NC
−n
AkBk
(D+k )
does not intersect the closure of U ,
5The stable dimensions of Ak and A may differ for all k, however we know that for large k,
the stable dimension of A is a strong stable dimension of Ak .
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(iv) a fundamental domainD−k inW
−(CAkBk) such that the closed set ∪n∈NC
n
AkBk
(D−k )
does not intersect the closure of U .
With items 4 and 5, this implies that, for large k ∈ N and all i ∈ I, we have
W ss,i(Ak) \ U =W
ss,i(CAkBk) \ U,
Wuu,j(Ak) \ U =W
uu,j(CAkBk) \ U.
Hence, for large k ∈ N, CAkBk is an (I, J)-connection from Ak to Bk. By C
1-
convergence of CAkBk and Ak to A, and the fact that CAkBk = Ak outside U , the
size of the connections CAkBk tends to 0. In particular dI,J(Ak → Bk) converges to
zero.
2.3. Proof of Theorem 1. The proof of Theorem 1 summarizes as follows: as a
consequence of Corollary 2.1 and Proposition 2.6 we find a connection CA0A1 of size
arbitrarily close to the radius of the path At. We linearize the diffeomorphism f
locally around the orbit of P thanks to Corollary 6; then into that linear domain,
we glue a conjugate by a homothety CλA0A1 of the (I, J)-connection CA0A1 . For
small λ > 0, the map gλ thus obtained will satisfy the required properties.
We recall without a proof the following folklore:
Lemma 2.7. Let M be a manifold and K ⊂ M a compact subset. Let ‖.‖1 and
‖.‖2 be two Riemannian metrics on M such that they coincide on TKM . For any
ǫ > 0 and C > 1, there exists a neighborhood U of K such that:
if two diffeomorphisms g, h of M leave K invariant, coincide outside U and are
both bounded by C for ‖.‖1, then∣∣dist‖.‖1(g, h)− dist‖.‖2(g, h)∣∣ < ǫ.
where dist‖.‖∗(g, h) is the C
1-distance between g and h.
Let P be a periodic point for a diffeomorphism f of a Riemannian manifold
(M, ‖.‖). We put a linear structure on a neighborhood of the orbit OrbP of P by
identifying it to a neighborhood of 0E = Z/pZ×{0} in E through a diffeomorphism
φ such that φ(fn(P )) = (n, 0), for each integer n ∈ Z/pZ. Choose φ so that the
pull-back φ∗‖.‖Eucl. of the canonical Euclidean metric ‖.‖Eucl. coincices with the
metric ‖.‖ by restriction to TOrbPM . We extend φ
∗‖.‖Eucl. to some Riemannian
metric ‖.‖1 on M .
The set A of linear cycles on E identifies through φ to the set of p-uples of linear
isomorphisms
(A1, ..., Ap) ∈
∏
1≤n≤p
L
(
Tfn−1(P )M,Tfn(P )M
)
,
where L(E,F ) is the set of linear isomorphisms from the vector space E to the
vector space F . We are now ready for the proof of the main theorem.
Proof of Theorem 1. We decompose our proof into three steps.
Step 1: existence of a connection of the wanted size. By the identification above,
the radius of the path At in the hypotheses of Theorem 1 is equal to
R = max
0≤t≤1
distA(A0,At).
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Let I (resp. J) be the set of integers i > 0 such that, for all t ∈ [0, 1], the linear
endomorphism Bt = Ap,t ◦ ... ◦ A1,t admits an i-strong stable (resp. unstable)
direction.
Let ǫ > 0 and δ = R+ ǫ. By Proposition 2.6, there is a sequence
t1 = 0 < t2 < ... < tℓ−1 < tℓ = 1
such that dI,J(Atn ,Atn+1) < ǫ/4, for all 1 ≤ n < ℓ. Thus one finds for each such n
an (I, J)-connection CAtnAtn+1 from Atn to Atn+1 whose size is less than ǫ/6. By
Corollary 2.1, there is an (I, J)-connection CA0A1 from A0 to A1 such that
size(CA0A1) < max
{
size(CAtn ,Atn+1 ) + distA(A0,Atn) + ǫ/6
}
< R+ ǫ/3.
Step 2: local linearization. Let W±(f) be local stable and unstable manifolds of
OrbP for f . By Corollary 6, there is f˜ ∈ Diff
1(M) such that dist‖.‖(f, f˜) < ǫ/3 and
local stable and unstable manifolds W±(f˜) for f˜ such that:
• f±1 = f˜±1 throughout OrbP and outside U ,
• f˜ coincides on a neighborhood of OrbP with the linear part A0 of f along
OrbP ,
• For any i ∈ I, W ss,i(f˜) exists and[
W+(f) ∩W ss,i(f)
]
\ U =
[
W+(f˜) ∩W ss,i(f˜)
]
\ U,
and likewise, replacing stable manifolds by unstable ones.
Step 3: plugging the connection into f˜ . We now glue the (I, J)-connection CλA0A1 ,
for some small λ > 0, into the linear region of f˜ . Let V be a neighborhood of OrbP
on which f˜ coincides with the linear diffeomorphism A0.6 Define a map gλ ofM by
gλ = C
λ
A0A1 by restriction to V
= f˜ outside V .
Claim 3. For small λ > 0, the strong stable manifolds of gλ and f˜ coincide semilo-
cally outside U : for small λ > 0, there exist a a local strong stable manifold W+(gλ)
such that, for all i ∈ I, we have[
W+(gλ) ∩W
ss,i(gλ)
]
\ U =
[
W+(f˜) ∩W ss,i(f˜)
]
\ U.
=
[
W+(f) ∩W ss,i(f)
]
\ U.
We leave the proof of Claim 3 to the reader as it follows exactly the proof of
Claim 1, in Lemma 2.5. The symmetrical claim obviously holds for strong unstable
manifolds.
We are left to estimate the size of the perturbation gλ of f . Notice that, since
g±1λ = f˜
±1 outside the region of M on which ‖.‖1 differs from the pull-back of
‖.‖Eucl., we have
dist‖.‖1(gλ, f˜) = dist‖.‖Eucl.
(CλA0A1 ,A0)
= size(CλA0A1)
< R+ ǫ/3.
6Recall that V is identified to a neighborhood of 0E in E, through φ.
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By Lemma 2.7, we deduce that for small λ > 0, dist‖.‖(gλ, f˜) < R+2ǫ/3. Therefore
dist‖.‖(gλ, f) < δ.
Hence the diffeomorphism g = gλ satisfies all the required properties, for small
λ > 0. This ends the proof of Theorem 1.
Sketch of a proof of Theorem 2. A proof of Theorem 2 can easily be adapted from
this proof of Theorem 1. Put
Γ =
[
W+(gλ) ∩W
ss,i(gλ)
]
\ U =
[
W+(f) ∩W ss,i(f)
]
\ U.
Then the map {
Γ →]0,+∞[
x 7→ distW ss,i(gλ)(x,OrbP )
converges uniformly, as λ→ 0, to the map{
Γ →]0,+∞[
x 7→ distW ss,i(fk)(x,OrbP )
.
Then just take a local stable manifold W+(f) so that W+(f) \U contains the sets
Ki, for all i ∈ I, and we are done. The same obviously holds on the unstable
manifolds.
3. Proof of Proposition 1.5. In the following, P is a p-periodic point for a
diffeomorphism f ∈ Diffr(M).
3.1. Notations and preliminaries. While the diffeomorphisms we will consider
in the following may vary, they will all coincide with f throughout the orbit OrbP
of the periodic point P , and all stable or unstable manifolds of this paper will be
those of that orbit. Thus, whenever it exists, we can unambiguously denote the
i-dimensional strong stable (resp. unstable) manifold of the orbit OrbP of P for a
diffeomorphism g simply by W ss,i(g) (resp. Wuu,i(g)).
Let W+(g) be a local strong stable manifold of OrbP for g. If W
ss,i(g) exists,
then the local i-strong stable manifold in W+(g) is defined by
W+,i(g) =W+(g) ∩W ss,i(g)
Let I be the set of indices i such that W ss,i(f) exists. The diffeomorphisms g
we will consider will moreover be Cr-close to f , in particular W ss,i(g) will exist for
all i ∈ I. For simplicity we write
W+,I(g) = {W+,i(g)}i∈I .
Furthermore, given a map Φ: M →M , we denote by ΦW+,i(g) the image by Φ of
W+,i(g) and denote by
ΦW+,I(g) = {ΦW+,i(g)}i∈I
the incomplete flag of I-strong stable manifolds inW+(g). We write thatW+,I(g) =
W+,I(h) outside U (resp. by restriction to K) if fo all i ∈ I,
W+,i(g) \ U =W+,i(h) \ U
(resp. W+,i(g) ∩K =W+,i(h) ∩K ).
The following lemma could be written in a simpler way, but we chose to state it so
that it can be used for the proof Lemma 3.5 without changes of indices.
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Lemma 3.1. Let g ∈ Diffr(M) be a diffeomorphism that coincides with f through-
out OrbP , and let W
+(g) be a local strong stable manifold for g. Let B ⊂ M be a
compact set such that
g−2B, g−1B,B, g(B), ..., gN (B), gN+3(B) are pairwise disjoint, (9)
B is disjoint from gW+(g). (10)
Let Φ ∈ Diffr(M) be a diffeomorphism such that Φ = Id outside B. Define Ψ, h ∈
Diffr(M) by
• Ψ = gn ◦ Φ ◦ g−n on gnB, for all −2 ≤ n ≤ N + 2, and Ψ = Id outside.
• h = g ◦Ψ−1k on g
N+2B and h = g outside.
Then, W+(h) = ΨW+(g) is a local strong stable manifold for h, and
h−2W+,I(h) = Ψ[g−2W+,I(g)].
Proof. By (10), we find a neighborhood V of g−2W+(g) such that
g(V) ∩ g−2(B) = ∅ (11)
Let
Γ = V ∪
⋃
−2≤n≤N+2
gn(B).
Notice that Ψ(Γ) = Γ. Notice also that, as Ψ restricts to a diffeomorphism of
gN+2(B), h = g ◦Ψ−1 on gN+2(B) implies that h ◦Ψ = g on gN+2(B).
Claim 4. We have a commuting diagram
Γ
g
//
Ψ

g(Γ)
Ψ

Γ
h
// h(Γ)
,
that is, h ◦Ψ(x) = Ψ ◦ g(x) for all x ∈ Γ.
Proof. Let x ∈ Γ. There are three cases:
• If x ∈ gn(B), for some −2 ≤ n < N + 2, then we have
h◦Ψ(x) = g◦Ψ(x), since Ψ(x) /∈ gN+2(B),
= g(n+1) ◦Φ ◦ g−(n+1)(g(x))
= Ψ ◦ g(x).
• If x ∈ gN+2(B), then
h ◦Ψ(x) = g(x) ∈ gN+3(B)
/∈ gn(B), for −2 ≤ n ≤ N + 2, by (9).
Hence, Ψ ◦ g(x) = g(x) = h ◦Ψ(x).
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• If x ∈ V \
⋃
−2≤n≤N+2 g
n(B), then we have
x = Ψ(x),
g(x) = h(x),
g(x) /∈
⋃
−1≤n≤N+3
gn(B),
g(x) /∈ g−2(B), by (11).
This implies that h ◦Ψ(x) = h(x) = g(x) = Ψ ◦ g(x).
We have the wanted equality in all cases: we proved the claim.
By the claim, the dynamics of g is conjugated to that of h, by restriction to the
neighborhood Γ of OrbP , through the diffeomorphism Ψ. Hence, W
+(g) ⊂ Γ being
a local strong stable manifold for g, its imageW+(h) = ΨW+(g) by Ψ is also one for
h. Moreover, g−2W+(g) ⊂ Γ, easily implies that h−2W+(h) = Ψ
[
g−2W+(g)
]
and
h−2W+,i(h) = Ψ
[
g−2W+,i(g)
]
, for all i ∈ I. This ends the proof of the lemma.
From now on, fix local strong stable and unstable manifolds W+(f) and W−(f)
for f , and a neighborhood U of OrbP .
In the hypotheses of Proposition 1.5, we may reduce the neighborhood U of OrbP
and assume that it is open, without loss of generality. Take N ≥ 2 such that
fNW+(f), f−NW−(f) ⊂ U.
Let As be an annulus, compact thickening of the union of N + 1 fundamental
domains
Ds = f−1W+(f) \ fNW+(f),
that is, As identifies through a diffeomorphism to Ds× [−1, 1], with Ds ≃ Ds×{0}.
Symmetrically, let Au be a compact thickening of the union of
Du = fW−(f) \ f−NW−(f).
In particular As ∪ U and Au ∪ U are neighborhoods of W+(f) and W−(f),
respectively. Choosing the thickenings As, Au thin enough, we have that
A. the sets As,Au, fN+2(As), f−N−2(Au) are pairwise disjoint.
B. fN+2(As) is included in U and disjoint from W−(f).
C. f−N−2(Au) is included in U and disjoint from W+(f).
Claim 5. It is enough to prove Proposition 1.5 when h±1k = f
±1 on As, Au.
We state without a proof the following folklore:
Lemma 3.2. Given a compact set K ⊂ W s(f) \ OrbP there exists a compact set
L that contains K in its interior such that
• for any sequence of diffeormophisms hk converging to f in Diff
r(M),
• for any open set O ⊃ L,
there exists a sequence Φk ∈ Diff
r(M) converging to IdM such that for large k, we
have Φk = Id outside O and Φk ◦ hk ◦ Φ
−1
k = f by restriction to L.
Proof of Claim 5. Taking the thickenings Au and As of Du and Ds thin enough
and applying twice Lemma 3.2 to K = As and K = Au, one finds a sequence
Φk ∈ Diff
r(M) converging to IdM such that
• Φk = Id on a neighborhood of OrbP ,
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• if we put
g˜k = Φk ◦ gk ◦ Φ
−1
k
h˜k = Φk ◦ hk ◦ Φ
−1
k
W±(h˜k) = Φk
[
W±(hk)
]
,
then, for large k ∈ N, we have h˜±1k = f
±1 by restriction to As and Au.
Applying Proposition 1.5 to the pair of sequences g˜k, h˜k, and a neighborhood U˜ of
OrbP whose closure lies in the interior of U , we get sequences f˜k andW
±(f˜k). Then,
for large k ∈ N, the sequences fk = Φ
−1
k ◦ f˜k ◦Φk and W
±(fk) = Φ
−1
k
[
W±(f˜k)
]
will
satisfy the conclusions of Proposition 1.5 with respect to U and to the sequences
gk, hk, and W
±(hk). This ends the proof of Claim 5.
3.2. Thick torus of orbits in As and flag of invariant manifolds. The space
of maximal segments of orbits in As for f is the quotient space As/∼, where x ∼ y
if and only if there is a segment of f -orbit included in As that joins x to y.7 Thanks
to Claim 5, all the diffeomorphisms we will consider can be assumed to coincide
with f on As. In particular, the space of maximal segments orbits in As will be
common to all those dynamics. Let π : As → As/∼ be the canonical projection.
We choose As thin enough so that f−2W+(f)∩As = Ds. Then f−2W+(f)∩As
is a union of ∼ classes, in particular it identifies to its image by π in As/∼8. We
denote that image by W+(f)/∼.
Notice that
W+(f)/∼ = π[f−1W+(f) \ fNW+(f)]
is diffeomorphic to the ”torus” S1×Sm, wherem+1 is the dimension ofW+(f). One
naturally endows a closed neighborhood T of W+(f)/∼ in As/∼ with a structure
of Cr manifold so that the restriction π : π−1(T )→ T is a Cr local diffeomorphism.
Redefine As by As = π−1T . The manifold T is the thick torus of orbits in the
annulus As.
For simplicity, in the following
• ”fk → f” will stand for
”a sequence of diffeomorphisms fk ∈ Diff
r(M) converging to f for the Cr
topology,”
• ”W+(fk)→W
+(f)” will stand for
”a sequence W+(fk) of local strong stable manifolds for the diffeomor-
phisms fk converging to W
+(f) for the Cr-topology”.
Lemma 3.3. Let fk → f and W+(fk) → W+(f), with f
±1
k = f
±1 on As, in
particular the segments of orbits in As are the same for fk and f .
Then for large k ∈ N, the sets f−2k W
+(fk) ∩ As and f
−2
k W
+,i(fk) ∩ As, for
all i ∈ I, are made of maximal segments of f = fk-orbits in As. Therefore, they
identify to their respective images by π.
We denote
W+(fk)/∼ = π
[
f−2k W
+(fk) ∩ A
s
]
,
W+,i(fk)/∼ = π(f
−2
k W
+,i(fk) ∩A
s).
7For As thin enough, which we will assume, the equivalence classes are indeed segments of
orbits.
8This is not the case of W+(f) ∩ As, which is made of non-maximal segments of f -orbits in
As, hence it has not natural identification to a subset of As/∼
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Remark 3.4. For large k ∈ N, the setsW+(fk)/∼ are tori in T , and they Cr-converge
to the torus W+(f)/∼ as k → ∞. Likewise, for large k, the sets W+,I(fk)/∼ are
Cr-submanifolds of T diffeomorphic to S1 × Si−1, and they Cr-converge to the
submanifold W+,i(f)/∼.
We say that the sequence of (incomplete) flag of manifolds
W+,I(fk)/∼=
{
W+,i(fk)/∼
}
i∈I
Cr-converges to the flag W+,I(f)/∼ within T .
Proof of Lemma 3.3. Let xk ∈ f
−2
k W
+(fk) ∩As be a sequence converging to some
x ∈ Dn = f−2W+(f) ∩ As. Let (fnx)p≤n≤q , where p ≤ 0 ≤ q, be the maximal
segment of f -orbit through x in As. As fnx ∈ intAs for p < n < q and by
compactness of As, for large k, the maximal segment of orbit through xk in A
s
is of the form (fnx)pk≤n≤qk , where pk ∈ {p, p + 1} and qk ∈ {q − 1, q}. As the
points (fnx)p≤n≤q lie in the interior of f
−2W+(f), the points (fnx)pk≤n≤qk lie
in f−2k W
+(fk), for large k. In particular, f
−2
k W
+(fk) ∩ As contains the maximal
segment of orbit maximal segment of f -orbit through xk in A
s. By a compactness
argument, one deduces that, for large k, the set f−2k W
+(fk) ∩ A
s is a union of
maximal segments of f -orbits in As.
Let x ∈ int
[
f−1W+(f)
]
\ fW+(f). If a ball B centered at x is small enough,
then it clearly satisfies:
(i) the restriction π|B of π to B is a diffeomorphism.
(ii) For all 0 ≤ n < N , fnB ⊂ intAs. Indeed, fn(x) ∈ intDs.
(iii) f−2B ∩As = ∅ and fN+1B ∩As = ∅. Indeed f−2x, fN+1x /∈ Ds.
(iv) From (ii) and N ≥ 2, we have fN+2B, fN+3B ⊂ int(fN+2As).
(v) From (ii) and (iii), we get the following: for any z ∈ M and y ∈ B, we have
z ∼ y if and only if z ∈ As and z = fn(y), for some −1 ≤ n ≤ N . In other
words,
π−1 ◦ π(B) =
⋃
−1≤n≤N
As ∩ fn(B).
=
⋃
−2≤n≤N+2
As ∩ fn(B), by (iii), (iv) and item A.
(vi) The sets f−2B, f−1B, ...., fN+3B are pairwise disjoint.
(vii) B ∩ fW+(f) = ∅.
By a compactness argument, one finds ℓ such balls B1, ..., Bℓ such that the interiors
intBi cover a fundamental domain of W
+(f), hence the open sets π(intBi) cover
the torus W+(f)/∼.
Lemma 3.5. Let fk → f and W+(fk)→W+(f) such that f±1 = f
±1
k on A
s. This
gives a sequence Fk = W+,I(fk)/∼ of flags of T , as defined in Remark 3.4. Let
B = Bi be one of the balls above, and let Φk be a sequence in Diff
r(M) converging
to Id, such that Φk = Id outside π(B).
Then there exist sequences gk → f and W+(gk)→ W+(f), such that
• gk = fk outside the set f
N+2
k B, hence g
−1
k = f
−1
k outside f
N+3
k B.
• for large k ∈ N, we have g±1k = f
±1
k = f
±1 on As, hence the flag W+,I(gk)/∼
is well-defined, by Lemma 3.3 and Remark 3.4,
• moreover, W+,I(gk)/∼ is the image ΦkFk by Φk of the flag Fk.
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Remark 3.6. In particular, the conclusions imply that for large k, g±1k = f
±1
k outside
fN+2(As), since (i) implies that fN+2k B, f
N+3
k B ⊂ int f
N+2(As), for large k ∈ N.
Proof of Lemma 3.5. Let Φ˜k ∈ Diff
r(M) → Id such that Φ˜k = Id outside B and
such that the following diagram commutes:
B
Φ˜k
//
π

B
π

π(B)
Φk
// π(B)
By (vi) and (vii), the compact sets f−2k B, f
−1
k B, ...., f
N+3
k B are pairwise disjoint
and B ∩ fkW+(fk) = ∅, for large k. Define Ψk, gk ∈ Diff
r(M) by
• Ψk = fnk ◦ Φ˜k ◦ f
−n
k on f
n
kB, for all −2 ≤ n ≤ N + 2, and Ψk = Id outside.
• gk = fk ◦Ψ
−1
k on f
N+2
k B and gk = fk outside.
By Lemma 3.1, W+(gk) = ΨkW
+(fk) is a local strong stable manifold for gk, and
g−2k W
+,I(gk) = Ψk
[
f−2k W
+,I(fk)
]
. In particular, we have
g−2k W
+,I ∩B = Ψk
[
f−2k W
+,I(fk)
]
∩B. (12)
By (iv) and item A of Section 3.1, for large k ∈ N, fN+2k B and f
N+3
k B do not
intersect As, thus we have g±1k = f
±1
k = f
±1 on As.
On the other hand, Lemma 3.3 implies that, for ξ = f or g and for large k ∈ N,
we have
π
[
ξ−2k W
+,I(ξk) ∩B
]
= π
[
ξ−2k W
+,I(ξk)
]
∩ π(B)
=
[
W+,I(ξk)/∼
]
∩ π(B). (13)
With the commuting diagram
B
Ψk
//
π

B
π

π(B)
Φk
// π(B)
we deduce from Eqs. (12) and (13) that
[
W+,I(gk)/∼
]
∩ π(B) = Φk
[
W+,I(fk)/∼
]
∩ π(B).
By (ii), we have fnk (B) = f
n(B), for all −1 ≤ n ≤ N . By (iii), (iv) and item A
of Section 3.1, we have fnk (B) ∩A
s = ∅, for n = −2, N + 1, N + 2. Hence with (v),
we deduce that
π−1 ◦ π(B) =
⋃
−2≤n≤N+2
As ∩ fnk (B)
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Therefore, by definition of Ψk, we have Ψk = Id on A
s \ π−1 ◦ π(B), hence
W+,I(gk)/∼ = W+,I(fk)/∼ outside π(B), which ends the proof of the lemma.
9
Lemma 3.7 (Sequential fragmentation lemma). Let B1, ..., Bℓ be closed sets and
let K be a compact set such that
K ⊂
⋃
1≤s≤ℓ
int(Bs).
Let Φk ∈ Diff
r(T ) be a sequence of diffeomorphisms converging to Id such that
Φk = Id outside K. Then there exists Φs,k → Id in Diff
r(M), for each 1 ≤ s ≤ ℓ,
such that Φs,k = Id outside Bs, and for large k,
Φk = Φℓ,k ◦ ... ◦ Φ1,k (14)
Proof. Fix a family of closed sets Cs ⊂ intBs that coversK. We build the sequences
Φs,k by induction on s so that they satisfy the following additional hypotheses, for
all 1 ≤ t ≤ ℓ and for large k ∈ N:
• Φk = Φt,k ◦ ... ◦ Φ1,k by restriction to C1 ∪ ... ∪Ct,
• Φt,k ◦ ... ◦ Φ1,k = Id outside K.
Notice that those two items at rank ℓ trivially imply Eq. (14). Assume this is
satisfied at rank t by some sequences Φs,k, for 1 ≤ s ≤ t. The sequence ξk =
Φk ◦ Φ
−1
1,k ◦ ... ◦ Φ
−1
t,k converges to Id in Diff
r(M). For large k ∈ N, we have ξk = Id
by restriction to C1 ∪ ... ∪ Ct and outside K. By a partition of unity, we build a
sequence Φt+1,k of diffeomorphisms in Diff
r(M) converging to Id such that
Φt+1,k = ξk on Ct+1,
and Φt+1,k = Id where ξk = Id and outside Bt+1.
The two items above are again satisfied at rank t + 1. This ends the proof by
induction.
Corollary 7. Let fk → f and W+(fk) → W+(f) such that f±1 = f
±1
k on A
s.
Let Gk be a sequence of flags of manifolds in T converging to F = W+,I(f)/∼
for the Cr-topology, that is, Gk = {Gk,i}i∈I is a flag of manifolds, for all k, and
Gk,i →W+,i(f)/∼, for all i.
Then there are sequences gk → f and W+(gk) → W+(f), such that g
±1
k = f
±1
k
outside fN+2(As), and such that Gk =W+,I(gk)/∼.
Proof. Let K be a compact neighborhood of W+(f)/∼ contained in the union⋃
1≤s≤ℓ int(Bs). Let Fk =W
+,I(fk)/∼. The sequences of flags Fk and Gk both tend
to F for the Cr topology. It is a folklore differential topology result that there exists
a sequence Φk ∈ Diff
r(T ) that converges to Id such that Gk = ΦkFk and Φk = Id
outside K, for large k ∈ N. Let {Φs,k}1≤s≤ℓ be sequences of diffeomorphisms of T
given by the sequential fragmentation lemma.
9Ψk does not restrict to a diffeomorphism of A
s, but to a diffeomorphism of As \ π−1 ◦ π(B),
and to a diffeomorphism of B. That is why we cannot write the following commuting diagram:
As
Ψk //
π

As
π

T
Φk // T
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By Lemma 3.5, we build inductively sequences gj,k andW
+(gj,k) such that g0,k =
f ,
W+(gs,k)/∼ = Φj,k ◦ ... ◦ Φ1,k(Fk),
and with Remark 3.6, for large k, g±1s,k = f
±1
k outside f
N+2(As), in particular
g±1s,k = f
±1 on As. Take gk = gℓ,k and we are done.
3.3. Proof of Proposition 1.5. By a partition of unity, one builds a sequence
fˆk → f and finds a neighborhood V of OrbP such that
• fˆ±1k = g
±1
k on V ,
• fˆ±1k = h
±1
k on A
s, Au and outside U , in particular we may assume that fˆ±1k =
f±1 on As, Au, by Claim 5.
Proposition 3.8. There exists f sk → f , W
+(f sk )→ W
+(f) such that f sk
±1 = fˆ±1
outside fN+2(As) and W+,I(f sk) =W
+,I(hsk) outside U .
This proposition is proved at the end of this section. Replacing f by f−1, one
deduces straightforwardly the symmetrical proposition:
Proposition 3.9. There exists fuk → f , W
−(fuk )→W
−(f) such that fuk
±1 = fˆ±1
outside f−N−2(Au) and W−,J(fuk ) =W
−,J(huk) outside U .
Proof of Proposition 1.5. By Propositions 3.8 and 3.9 and item A in Section 3.1,
for large k ∈ N, there is a well-defined diffeomorphism fk ∈ Diff
r(M) such that
f±1k = fˆ
±1
k outside f
N+2(As) and f−N−2(Au)
f±1k = f
s±1
k on f
N+2(As),
f±1k = f
u±1
k on f
−N−2(Au)
By items B and C in Section 3.1, f±1k = fˆ
±1
k outside U hence f
±1
k = h
±1
k outside
U . Moreover, f±1k = fˆ
±1
k = g
±1
k on V \
[
fN+2(As) ∪ f−N−2(Au)
]
, which is a
neighborhood of OrbP , since A
s and Au are compact sets disjoint from OrbP .
On the other hand, item B implies that fk coincides with f
s
k on a neighborhood of
W+(f sk) and item C implies that it coincides with f
u
k on a neighborhood ofW
−(fuk ),
for large k. In particular, W+(fk) = W
+(f sk) is a sequence of local strong stable
manifolds, and W+,I(fk) = W
+,I(f sk ), which coincides with W
+,I(hsk) outside U .
The same happens on the unstable side, therefore the conclusions of Proposition 1.5
are all satisfied.
Proof of Proposition 3.8. Take Gk =W+,I(hk)/ ∼. Then, by Lemma 3.5, there are
sequences f sk → f , W
+(f sk ) → W
+(f), such that f sk
±1 = fˆ±1k outside f
N+2(As)
and, for large k, W+,I(f sk)/∼ = Gk =W
+,I(hk)/∼. In other words,
(f sk)
−2
W+,I(f sk ) = h
−2
k W
+,I(hk) by restriction to A
s. (15)
As ∂W+(hk) ⊂ As∩h
−2
k W
+(hk) = A
s∩(f sk)
−2
W+(f sk ), for large k, we may redefine
a local strong stable manifold W+(f sk) for f
s
k as the union of disks delimited by
∂W+(hk) in (f
s
k)
−2
W+(f sk).
Indeed, this new sequence W+(f sk) converges to W
+(f) for the Cr-topology,
and from the strict f -invariance of W+(f), we deduce that for large k, W+(f sk ) ⊂
W ss(f sk ) is also strictly f
s
k -invariant.
By Eq. (15) and by construction, we have W+(f sk ) ∩A
s =W+(hk) ∩As. Again
with Eq. (15), we deduce that W+,I(f sk) =W
+,I(hk) by restriction to A
s.
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As ∪U is a neighborhood of W+(f), hence W+(f sk),W
+(hk) ⊂ As ∪U , for large
k. Therefore W+,I(f sk ) =W
+,I(hk) outside U .
4. Examples of applications. We give in this section a few consequences of The-
orem 1. We prove Theorem 3 which asserts that one can perturb a saddle of large
period in order to turn its eigenvalues real, while preserving its invariant manifolds
semi-locally.
Wen [22] showed that the absence of a dominated splitting of index i on limit
sets of periodic orbits of same index allows to create homoclinic tangencies by small
perturbations. To prove it, he showed that one obtains new saddles with small
stable/unstable angles by C1-pertubations, but a priori without knowledge of the
homoclinic class to which the new saddles belong. Here we prove Theorem 4, which
gives a dichotomy between small angles and dominated splittings within homoclinic
classes. Through that result, we find another way to the main theorem of [13], and
the more result Theorem 8.
4.1. Dichotomy between small angles and dominated splittings. We recall
that a saddle point P is homoclinically related to another Q if and only if the
unstable manifold of each meets somewhere transversally the stable manifold of the
other. The homoclinic class of a saddle P is the closure of the saddles that are
homoclinically related to P . The eigenvalues of a saddle P are the eigenvalues of
the derivative of the first return map at P .
Definition 4.1. Let f be a diffeomorphism ofM andK be a compact invariant set.
A splitting TM|K = E ⊕ F of the tangent bundle above K into two Df -invariant
vector subbundles of constant dimensions is a dominated splitting if there exists an
integer N ∈ N such that, for any point x ∈ K, for any unit vectors u ∈ Ex and
v ∈ Fx in the fibers of E and F above x, respectively, one has:
‖DfN(u)‖ < 1/2.‖DfN(v)‖.
In that case, we say the splitting is N -dominated. The smaller the number N ,
the stronger the domination.
Theorem 4 is a generic consequence of the following proposition (see section 4.2).
Proposition 4.2. Let f be a diffeomorphism of M and ǫ > 0 be a real number.
There exists an integer N ∈ N such that for any
• saddle periodic point P of period p ≥ N such that the corresponding sta-
ble/unstable splitting is not N -dominated,,
• neighbourhood U of the orbit OrbP of P ,
• number ̺ > 0 and families of compact sets
Ki ⊂W
i,ss
̺ (P, f) \OrbP , for all i ∈ I
Lj ⊂W
j,uu
̺ (P, f) \OrbP , for all j ∈ J,
where I and J are the sets of the strong stable and unstable dimensions,
there is a C1-ǫ-perturbation g of f such that
• f±1 = g±1 throughout OrbP and outside U ,
• the minimum stable/unstable angle for g of some iterate gk(P ) is less than ǫ,
• the eigenvalues of the first return map Dgp(P ) are real, pairwise distinct and
each of them has modulus less than ǫ or greater than ǫ−1,
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• for all (i, j) ∈ I × J , we have
Ki ⊂W
ss,i
̺ (P, g) and Lj ⊂W
uu,j
̺ (P, g).
The proof of Proposition 4.2 is postponed until section 4.4.
Theorem 4.3 in [13] states that if the stable/unstable dominated splitting along
a saddle is weak enough, then one may find a C1-perturbation that creates a ho-
moclinic tangency related to that saddle, while preserving a finite number of points
in the strong stable/unstable manifolds of that saddle. During the process, the
derivative of that saddle may have been modified. The technique introduced in this
paper allows to create a tangency while preserving the derivative.
Indeed, under the hypothesis that there is a weak stable/unstable dominated
splitting for some saddle P , one creates a small stable/unstable angle and pairwise
distinct real eigenvalues of moduli less than 1/2 or greater than 2, after changing
the derivative by application of Theorem 1 with some path At of derivatives (see
the proof of Proposition 4.2 in section 4.4). Applying the techniques of the proof
of [13, Proposition 5.1], one finds another small C1-perturbation on an arbitrarily
small neighbourhood of P that creates a tangency between its stable and unstable
manifolds, without modifying the dynamics on a (smaller) neighbourhood of the
orbit of P . That perturbation can be done preserving any preliminarily fixed finite
set inside the strong stable or unstable manifolds of P . Then one may come back
to the initial derivative applying again Theorem 1 with the backwards path A1−t.
This sums up into:
Theorem 8. Let f be a diffeomorphism of M and ǫ > 0 be a real number. There
exists an integer N ∈ N such that if P is a saddle point of period greater than
N and its corresponding stable/unstable splitting is not N -dominated, if U is a
neighbourhood of the orbit of OrbP and Γ ⊂M is a finite set, then
• there is a C1 ǫ-perturbation g of f such that f±1 = g±1 throughout OrbP and
outside U , and such that the saddle P admits a homoclinic tangency inside U
for g.
• the derivatives Df and Dg coincide along the orbit of P ,
• for each x ∈ Γ, if x is in the strong stable (resp. unstable) manifold of
dimension i of OrbP for f , then x is also the strong stable (resp. unstable)
manifold of dimension i of OrbP for g.
4.2. Proof of Theorem 4. Fix p ∈ N \ 0 and ǫ > 0. Let Sp,ǫ be the set of
diffeomorphisms f such that for any periodic saddle point P of period p, if the
homoclinic class of P has no dominated splitting of same index as P , then there is
a saddle Q in the homoclinic class of P with same index as P that has a minimum
stable/unstable angle less than ǫ and pairwise distinct real eigenvalues of moduli
less than ǫ or greater than ǫ−1.
Lemma 4.3. For all p ∈ N \ 0 and ǫ > 0, the set Sp,ǫ contains an open and dense
set in Diff1(M).
Proof of Theorem 4: Take the residual set R =
⋂
p,n∈N
Sp, 1
n+1
.
Proof of Lemma 4.3: By the Kupka-Smale Theorem, there is a residual set R of
diffeomorphism whose periodic points are all hyperbolic, and consequently that
have a finite number of periodic points of period p. Let f ∈ R. Let P1, ..., Pl be
the saddle points of period p for f . For all g in some neighborhood Uf of f , the
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saddle points of period p for g are the continuations P1(g), ..., Pl(g) of the saddles
P1, ..., Pl.
Claim 6. For all 1 ≤ k ≤ l, there is an open and dense subset Vk of Uf such
that, for all g ∈ Vk, the homoclinic class of the continuation of Pk(g) either admits
a dominated splitting of same index as Pk, or contains a saddle of same index as
Pk that has a minimum stable/unstable angle less than ǫ and pairwise distinct real
eigenvalues of moduli less than ǫ or greater than ǫ−1.
Proof. Let ∆ ⊂ Uf be the set of diffeomorphisms such that the homoclinic class of
the continuation Pk(g) does not admit a dominated splitting of same index as Pk,
and let ∆ǫ ⊂ Uf be the open set of diffeomorphisms such that that homoclinic class
contains a saddle of same index as Pk that has a stable/unstable angle strictly less
than ǫ and pairwise distinct real eigenvalues of moduli less than ǫ or greater than
ǫ−1. Let f ∈ ∆.
Obviously, the homoclinic class of Pk(f) cannot be reduced to Pk(f). For any
N ∈ N, there is a periodic point QN in that homoclinic class that has same index
as Pk, that has period greater than N , and such that the stable/unstable splitting
above the orbit of QN is not N -dominated. By Proposition 4.2, there is an arbitrar-
ily small perturbation of g that turns the minimum stable/unstable angle of some
iterate of some QN to be strictly less than ǫ, and that turns the eigenvalues of that
QN to be real, with pairwise distinct with moduli less than ǫ or greater than ǫ
−1,
while preserving the dynamics and preserving any previously fixed pair of compact
sets Ku,Ks (that do not intersect OrbQN ) in the stable and unstable manifolds of
QN . In particular, one can do that perturbation preserving the homoclinic relation
between QN and Pk(g): one finds an arbitrartily small perturbation of g ∈ ∆ in
∆ǫ.
Thus ∆c ∪ cl(∆ǫ) = Uf , where ∆c = Uf \ ∆. As a consequence, ∆c \ cl(∆ǫ) is
open and
Vk =
[
∆c \ cl(∆ǫ)
]
∪∆ǫ
satisfies all the conclusions of the claim.
The intersection Vf = ∩1≤k≤lVk is an open and dense subset of Uf and is included
in Sp,ǫ. The union of such Vf is an open and dense subset of Diff
1(M) contained
in Sp,ǫ. This ends the proof of the Lemma.
4.3. Linear cocycles and dominated splittings. Here we recall notations and
tools from [7] and [9]. Let π : E → B be a vector bundle of dimension d above
a compact base B such that, for any point x ∈ B, the fiber Ex above x is a d-
dimensional vector space endowed with a Euclidean metric ‖.‖. One identifies each
x ∈ B with the zero of the corresponding fiber Ex. A linear cocycle A on E is a
bijection of E that sends each fiber Ex on a fiber by a linear isomorphism. We say
that A is bounded by C > 1, if for any unit vector v ∈ E, we have C−1 < ‖A(v)‖ <
C.
In the following, a subbundle F ⊂ E, is a vector bundle with same base B as E
such that, for all x, y ∈ B, the fibers Fx and Fy have same dimension. One defines
then the quotient vector bundle E/F as the bundle of base B such that the fiber
(E/F )x above x is the set {ex + Fx, ex ∈ Ex} of affine subspaces of Ex directed
by Fx. The bundle F is endowed with the restricted metric ‖.‖F and the norm of
any element ex+Fx of E/F is defined by the minimum of the norms of the vectors
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of ex + Fx. If G is another subbundle of E, then one defines the vector subbundle
G/F ⊂ E/F as the image of G by the canonical projection E → E/F .
If F is a subbundle invariant for the linear cocycle A (that is, A(F ) = F ), then
A induces canonically a restricted cocycle A|F , and a quotient cocycle A/F defined
on the quotient E/F by A/F (ex + Fx) = A(ex + Fx) = A(ex) + FA(x). If G is
another invariant subbundle, then G/F is an invariant subbundle for A/F .
Remark 4.4. If A is bounded by some constant C > 1, then so are the restriction
A|F and the quotient A/F .
We use the natural notions of transverse subbundles and direct sum of transverse
subbundles. The following definition generalizes the definition given in the previous
section for diffeomorphisms. Let A be a linear cocycle on a bundle E, and let
E = F ⊕ G a splitting into two subbundles invariant by A. It is a dominated
splitting if and only if there exists N such that, for any point x ∈ B, for any unit
vectors u ∈ Fx, v ∈ Gx in the tangent fiber above x, we have
‖AN(u)‖ < 1/2.‖AN(v)‖.
Given such N , one says that the splitting F ⊕G is N -dominated. The strength of a
dominated splitting is given by the minimum of such N . The bigger that minimum,
the weaker the domination.
4.4. Isotopic perturbation results on cocycles. A few perturbation results on
cocycles are proved in [9] and [13]. Here we want to show that these perturbations
can actually be reached through isotopies of cocycles that satisfy good properties,
namely properties that will put us under the assumptions of Theorem 1.
To any tuple (A1, ..., Ap) of matrices of GL(d,R) one canonically associates the
linear cocycle A on the bundle E = {1, ..., p} × Rd that sends the i-th fiber on the
(i+1)-th fiber by the linear map of matrix Ai, and that sends the p-th fiber on the
first by Ap. The we say that A is a saddle cocycle if and only if all the moduli of the
eigenvalues of the product Ap...A1 are different from 1, and if there are some that
are greater than 1 and others that are less than 1. The splitting E = Es ⊕ Eu into
the stable bundle Es and the unstable one Eu is called the stable/unstable splitting.
Notice that Theorem 3 is a straightforward consequence of Theorem 1 and the
following proposition about getting real eigenvalues:
Proposition 4.5. Let ǫ > 0, C > 1 and d ∈ N. There exists an integer N ∈ N
such that, for any p ≥ N and any tuple (A1, ..., Ap) of matrices in GL(d,R), all
bounded by C (i.e. ‖Ai‖, ‖A
−1
i ‖ < C), it holds:
there is a path
{
At = (A1,t, . . . , Ap,t)
}
t∈[0,1]
in GL(d,R)p such that
• A0 = (A1, ..., Ap).
• The radius of the path At is less than ǫ, that is,
max
1≤n≤p
t∈[0,1]
{
‖An,t −An,0‖, ‖A
−1
n,t −A
−1
n,0‖
}
< ǫ.
• For all t ∈ [0, 1], the moduli of the eigenvalues of the product Bt = Ap,tAp−1,t...A1,t
(counted with multiplicity) coincide with the moduli of those of B0 and the ei-
genvalues of B1 are real.
We state a second Proposition about reaching through an isotopy eigenvalues
that all have moduli less than ǫ or more than ǫ−1.
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Proposition 4.6. Let ǫ > 0, C > 1 and d ∈ N. There exists an integer N ∈ N
such that, for any p ≥ N and any tuple (A1, ..., Ap) of matrices in GL(d,R), all
bounded by C, if the moduli of the eigenvalues of the product
∏
Ak are pairwise
distinct, then it holds:
there is a path
{
At = (A1,t, . . . , Ap,t)
}
t∈[0,1]
in GL(d,R)p such that
• A0 = (A1, ..., Ap).
• The radius of the path At is less than ǫ,
• For all t ∈ [0, 1], the moduli of the eigenvalues of Bt = Ap,t...A1,t are pairwise
distinct and different from 1 and the eigenvalues of B1 have moduli less than
ǫ or greater than ǫ−1.
The third one is about obtaining a small angle in the absence of dominated
splitting:
Proposition 4.7. Let ǫ > 0, C > 1 and d ∈ N. There exists an integer N ∈ N
such that, for any p ≥ N and any tuple (A1, ..., Ap) of matrices in GL(d,R), all
bounded by C, it holds:
• if the linear cocycle associated to it is a saddle cocycle such that its sta-
ble/unstable splitting is not N -dominated,
• if the eigenvalues of the product Ap × ...×A1 are all real,
there is a path
{
At = (A1,t, . . . , Ap,t)
}
t∈[0,1]
in GL(d,R)p such that
• A0 = (A1, ..., Ap).
• The radius of the path At is less than ǫ,
• For all t ∈ [0, 1], the eigenvalues of Bt = Ap,t...A1,t (counted with multiplicity)
are equal to those of B0.
• The stable/unstable splitting of the cocycle associated to A1 has a minimum
angle less than ǫ.
Proof of Proposition 4.2: Since it poses no difficulty, we only sketch it. One first
applies Proposition 4.5 to obtain a path that joins the cocycle corresponding to the
derivative Df|OrbP along the orbit OrbP of P to a cocycle such that its eigenvalues
are all real. Then adding an arbitrarily small path, one may suppose that the
moduli of these eigenvalues are pairwise distinct. With Proposition 4.6, we prolong
that path to obtain eigenvalues that have moduli less than ǫ or greater than ǫ−1.
Remember that a weak dominated splitting remains a weak dominated splitting
after perturbation, if it still exists. Hence, we can use Proposition 4.7 to get a small
angle. This provides us a path of small radius that joins the initial derivative to a
cocycle that has all wanted properties. One finally applies Theorem 2 to conclude
the proof.
4.4.1. Proof of Proposition 4.5.
The dimension d = 2 case: First notice that, if the determinant of the product
Ap...A1 is negative, then the eigenvalues are already real and we are done.
If not, one finds a p-periodic sequence of isometries Jn of R
2, and a sequence of
integers C−1 ≤ λn < C, such that the matrix Aˆn = λn.JnAnJ
−1
n+1 has determinant
1. Notice that the product Aˆp...Aˆ1 has real eigenvalues if and only if the product
Ap...A1 has real eigenvalues.
Assume we have a path Aˆt = (Aˆ1,t, ..., Aˆp,t) of diameter less than ǫˆ = C−1ǫ, such
that it holds
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• Aˆ0 = (Aˆ1, ..., Aˆp),
• for all t ∈ [0, 1], the moduli of the eigenvalues of the product Bˆt = Aˆp,tAˆp−1,t...Aˆ1,t
coincide with the moduli of those of Bˆ0,
• the eigenvalues of Bˆ1 are real.
Then the path At = (A1,t, ..., Ap,t), where An,t = λ−1n .J
−1
n Aˆn,tJn+1, clearly satisfies
all the conclusions of Proposition 4.5. Therefore, it is enough to solve Proposition 4.5
for the An ∈ SL(2,R) case. [3, lemme 6.6] easily answers that case:
Lemma 4.8 (Bonatti, Crovisier). For any ε > 0, there exists N(ε) ≥ 1 such that,
for any integer p ≥ N(ε) and any finite sequence A1, ..., Ap of elements in SL(2,R),
there exists a sequence α1, ..., αp in ]− ε, ε[ such that the following assertion holds:
for any i ∈ {1, ..., p} if we denote by Bi = Rαi ◦Ai the composition of Ai with the
rotation Rαi of angle αi, then the matrix Bp ◦Bp−1 ◦ · · · ◦B1 has real eigenvalues.
Under the hypothesis of the lemma, let α1, . . . , αp be a corresponding sequence.
For all 1 ≤ i ≤ p, define At,i = Rt.αi ◦ Ai, and let t0 be the least positive num-
ber such that the matrix At,p ◦ · · · ◦ At,1 has real eigenvalues. Then the path
{(At,1, ..., At,p)}t∈[0,t0] satisfies the conclusions of Proposition 4.5.
This ends the proof of the dimension 2 case.
Proof of Proposition 4.5 in any dimensions. Consider the linear cocycle A associ-
ated to the sequence A1, ..., Ap on the bundle E = {1, ..., p}×Rd. If some eigenvalue
of the product Ap . . . A1, that is the first return map, is not real, there is a dimen-
sion 2 invariant subbundle F of E that corresponds to the corresponding pair of
complex conjugated eigenvalues. Choosing orthonormal basis in each fibre of F and
completing by a basis of the orthonormal bundle F⊥, the linear cocycle A writes in
those bases as a sequence of matrices of the form:(
A|F,i B
0 A⊥F,i
)
.
Using the proposition in dimension 2, one may choose a pathA|F,t of automorphisms
of F ending at A|F such that the first return map of A|F,0 has real eigenvalues.
Denote by At the linear cocycle corresponding to the sequences of the matrices(
A|F,t,i B
0 A⊥F,i
)
.
This defines a path of small radius that joins the initial automorphism to an auto-
morphism where two of the eigenvalues have turned real. The other eigenvalues are
given by the product of the blocks A⊥F,i, therefore did not change. One may need to
iterate that process at most d/2 times to turn all eigenvalues real, by concatenation
of small paths. This ends the proof of the proposition.
4.4.2. Proof of Proposition 4.6. As in the previous proof, one considers the linear
cocycle A associated to the sequence A1, ..., Ap on the bundle E = {1, ..., p} × Rd.
Let E = Es ⊕ Eu be the stable/unstable splitting for the cocycle A. Choosing an
orthonormal basis in each fibre of Es and completing by a basis of the orthonormal
bundle Es⊥, the linear cocycle A writes in those bases as a sequence of matrices of
the form: (
A|Es,i B
0 A⊥Es,i
)
.
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Let 0 < t ≤ 1. Let At be the cocycle obtained from A multiplying each matrix
A|Es,i by t
1/p. One easily checks that the stable eigenvalues of At are those of
A multiplied by t, while the unstable eigenvalues remain unchanged. All stable
eigenvalues for Aǫ are less than ǫ and, for p big, the path {At}t∈[ǫ,1] is small. One
can do the same for the unstable eigenvalues of Aǫ and obtain another path. The
concatenation of both paths ends the proof of the proposition.
4.4.3. Proof of Proposition 4.7. We show it by induction on the dimension d. We
first restate [7, Lemma 4.4]:
Lemma 4.9 (Bonatti, Dı´az, Pujals). Let C > 1 and d ∈ R. There exists a mapping
φC,d : N→ N such that, for any linear cocycle A bounded by C on a d-dimensional
bundle E, the following holds for all N ∈ N: if an invariant splitting E = F ⊕ G
is not φC,d(N)-dominated for A, and if H ⊂ F (resp. H ⊂ G) is an invariant
subbundle, then
• either the splitting H⊕G (resp. F⊕H) is not N -dominated for the restriction
A|H⊕G (resp. A|F⊕H),
• or F/H ⊕G/H is not N -dominated for the quotient A/H .
Proof in dimension 2: This is basically [8, Lemma 7.10] by isotopy. Notice that the
perturbations done in the proof of that lemma can be obtained by an isotopy such
that at each time, two invariant bundles exist. The eigenvalues may be slightly
modified along that isotopy, however each eigenvalue may be retrieved by dilat-
ing or contracting normally to the other eigendirection (which preserves the other
eigenvalue).
Proof in any dimension: Fix d > 2, and assume that the proposition in proved
in all dimensions less than d. Let C > 1 and A be a saddle cocycle bounded
by C associated to a sequence A1, ..., Ap on the bundle E = {1, ..., p} × Rd and
let E = Es ⊕ Eu be the stable/unstable splitting. One of these two bundles has
dimension greater or equal to 2, we assume it is Es (the other case is symmetrical).
Since the eigenvalues of A are real, there is a proper invariant subbundle F ⊂ Es.
For all N ∈ N, if the stable/unstable splitting Es ⊕ Eu is not φC,d(N)-dominated,
by Lemma 4.9, either H = F ⊕ Eu is not N -dominated for the restriction A|H , or
Es/F⊕Eu/F is not N -dominated for A/F . Let ǫ > 0. By the induction hypothesis,
one can find Nd′ ∈ N such that the conclusions of Proposition 4.7 are satisfied with
respect to ǫ, C and any 2 ≤ d′ < d.
Notice that for any N greater than some N˜d′ it holds: if a d
′-dimensionnal saddle
cocycle is bounded by C and not N -dominated, then it is not Nd′-dominated. Let
N0 = max
2≤d′<d
{N˜d′}.
Then, if A is not φC,d(N0)-dominated, by Lemma 4.9 and the induction hypoth-
esis, one has either:
• a path A|H,t of radius ≤ ǫ that joins A|H to a saddle cocycle that has a
minimum stable/unstable angle less than ǫ, and such that the eigenvalues are
preserved all along the path. One may extend that path to a path At of
saddle cocycles on E , the same way as we extended the path A|F in the proof
of Proposition 4.5. That extended path has the same radius as A|H,t. The
minimum stable/unstable angle of At is less or equal to that of A|H,t, for all
t, in particular that of A1 is less than ǫ. Finally, for all t, the eigenvalues of
At are the same as those of A.
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• or a path A/F,t of radius ≤ ǫ that joins A/F to a saddle cocycle that has a
minimum stable/unstable angle less than ǫ, and such that the eigenvalues of
the first return map are preserved all along the path. Choosing an orthonormal
basis in each fibre of F and completing by a basis of the orthonormal bundle
F⊥, the linear automorphismA writes in those bases as a sequence of matrices
of the form: (
A|F,i B
0 A⊥F,i
)
,
where the sequence of matrices A⊥F,i identifies with the quotient A/F . We
define a path At replacing the sequence A⊥F,i by the sequence A
⊥
F,t,i that
corresponds to the cocycle A/F,t. As both A|F and A/F,t are saddle cocycles,
for all t, At is also a saddle cocycle.
Let E = Est ⊕ E
u
t be the stable/unstable splitting for At. By construction
F is a subbundle of Est and is invariant by At. The stable/unstable splitting
of At/F , which identifies to A/F,t, is E/F = E
s
t /F ⊕E
u
t /F . Notice that, given
three vector subspaces Γ ⊂ ∆ and Λ of Rd, one has the following relation on
minimum angles:
∠(∆,Λ) ≤ ∠(∆/Γ,Λ/Γ).
Therefore, the minimum stable/unstable angle of each At is less than that of
A/F,t, in particular, that of A1 is less than ǫ. The path At has same radius
as the quotient path A/F,t, in particular it is less than ǫ. The eigenvalues are
the same for A = A0 and At.
We are done in both case, which ends the proof of Proposition 4.7.
5. Further results and announcements. In this paper, we assume that some i-
strong stable/unstable directions exist at any time t of the homotopy, and we obtain
a perturbation lemma that preserves the corresponding local invariant manifolds
entirely, outside small neighbourhoods.
We announce a ’manifolds prescribing pathwise Franks Lemma’, that is, a gener-
alisation of Theorem 1 that allows to prescribe the strong stable/unstable manifolds
within any ’admissible’ flag of stable/unstable manifolds. That generalisation im-
plies for instance that if the i-strong stable direction exists for all the cocycles γt,
for 0 ≤ t ≤ 1, and if, for some time t0, all the eigenvalues inside the i-strong stable
direction have same moduli, then one can do the pathwise Franks’ lemma, prescrib-
ing the j-strong stable manifolds, for all j ≤ i, inside arbitrarily large annuli of
fundamental domains of i-strong stable manifold.
Let us formally define these objects. Let f be a C1-diffeomorphism and P be
a periodic saddle point for f . To simplify the statement, we assume that P is a
fixed point. Given a fundamental domain of the stable/unstable manifold of P
identified diffeomorphically to Sis−1 × [0, 1[, an annulus A(f, P ) is a subset of the
form Sis−1 × [0, ρ[, where 0 < ρ < 1. We denote by W s,i(f) the i-strong stable
manifold of f . An i-admissible flag of manifolds for f is a flag W s,1 ⊂ ... ⊂W s,i =
W s,i(f) of f -invariant manifolds such that each W s,k is an immersed boundaryless
k-dimensional manifold that contains P , and that is smooth at all points, but
possibly P . A particular case (and simple case) of the announced Franks’ Lemma
that prescribes manifolds can be stated as follows:
Theorem. Assume that (At)t∈[0,1] is a path that starts at the sequence of matrices
A0 corresponding to the derivative of f . Assume that, for all t, the corresponding
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first return map has an i-strong stable direction. Assume also that there is some time
t0 such that the i strongest stable eigenvalues λ1(t0), ...λi(t0) of At0 , counted with
multiplicity, have same moduli. Then, for any i-admissible flag W s,1 ⊂ ... ⊂ W s,i
for f , for any annulus A(f, P ), for any neighbourhood U of the orbit of P , there is
a diffeomorphism g such that it holds:
• g is a perturbation of f whose size can be taken arbitrarily close to the radius
of the path At,
• g±1 = f±1 on the orbit OrbP of P and outside U ,
• the sequence of matrices A1 corresponds to the derivative Dg|OrbP ,
• for all 1 ≤ j ≤ i, if g has a j-strong stable manifold, then it coincides with
Ws,j by restriction to the annulus A(f, P ).
The perturbation techniques for linear cocycles as developed in [17, 7, 9] suc-
cessively, can be easily rewritten in order to take into account the need of a good
path between the initial cocycle and the pertubation. The perturbations of cocycles
obtained by the techniques of [9] can indeed be done along paths whose size are
small (R. Potrie actually wrote a proof of it in [18]). A general description of the
vectors of Lyapunov vectors that can be reached by a perturbation of a linear cocy-
cle has been recently given by Bochi and Bonatti [2]; moreover, those perturbations
are built so that they can be reached from the initial cocycle by a isotopy. These
isotopic perturbation lemmas for cocycles and the theorem announced above lead
to easy and systematic ways to create strong connections and heterodimensional
cycles whenever there is some lack of domination within a homoclinic class.
We claim that with some hypotheses on the signs of the eigenvalues of the first
return map of A1, the theorem above can be adapted to prescribe the entire semi-
local flag of strong stable manifolds outside U within an isotopy class of i-admissible
flags determined by the isotopy class of the path of eigenvalues
(
λ1(t), ...λi(t)
)
(here
λj(t) is the j-th eigenvalue of At, counting with multiplicity). In a work in progress,
Bonatti and Shinohara used an adapted version of this argument in dimension 2, in
order to build their new examples of wild C1-generic dynamics.
Finally, we claim that these results, with some more work and excluding the
codimension one manifolds10, can be adapted to hold in the volume preserving and
symplectic settings. They can also clearly be adapted to the flows case, but here
again technical work is needed.
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